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▶ Selective exposure (SE) does not always occur. Different contexts can affect extent to which SE occurs. You may be a Democrat but want to be exposed to weak arguments to support a Republican candidate. That confirms your world view. You may want to avoid strong arguments to support a Republican candidate.

▶ Politics inspires a greater degree of selective exposure than other topics. Why?

▶ Reason – politics sparks emotions and feelings of self-identity
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- Evidence suggests that many citizens now turn to media outlets that match their political predispositions.
- If someone tells you where they turn to news, you can guess quite accurately their partisan affiliation/preference.
- Democrats more likely to name CNN/MSNBC as their main television sources.
- Republicans more likely to name Fox News.
- Moreover, research indicates that political leanings help predict which newspapers people read, radio shows they listen to, as well as websites they like.
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  - Engaging counter-attitudinal information is mentally taxing. Coming up with counter-arguments requires careful thinking.

  - Like-minded information fits well with existing thought processes. No need for counter-argument. SE is easier – we're lazy!
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- Voters who rely heavily on partisan media sources make their candidate-decisions earlier than people who do not. Thus, people may feel more committed to a particular candidate – which can be a good thing – they may be more likely to participate in politics, become engaged in the process.

- As noted, partisan SE related to high levels of political participation – which is imperative in a representative democracy.

- Since progressive era, parties (party machines) have been relatively weak and turnout/participation not as high during machine-based partisan politics days. Partisan SE era may be analogous to older era.

- In sum, evidence shows strong relationship between partisan selective exposure, early vote choice, and high political participation.
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▶ One study (based off 2004 data) found no difference in knowledge of political candidates between people who use like-minded news and people who did not use like-minded news.

▶ Thus, factual political knowledge about presidential candidates may not be at risk when people use like-minded media.

▶ But, misinformation about other political facts exist:

▶ San Diego residents who listened to conservative talk radio believed more false info about issues such as: teen pregnancy, unemployment, and illegal immigration compared to those who listened to moderate talk radio.

▶ Fox News viewers more likely to [falsely] believe Iraq had weapons of mass destruction and close links to al Qaeda before Iraq war vs. people who listened to NPR/watched PBS.

▶ When facts are contested, Democrats, Republicans usually rely on different sources – the media people use are related to what they believe.
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